A FEW YEARS AGO, the Dean of the College of Letters and Sciences at my university asked faculty in each of its four departments (Psychology, Arts and Humanities, Mathematics and Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences—where I am housed) to propose and develop online interdisciplinary General Education (GE) honors courses that would be offered as a series of four classes with a shared thematic emphasis. Challenging, engaging, and thematically focused, the courses were meant to help recruit majors, provide a shared experience for first-year students that exposed them to some of the disciplines and disciplinary approaches in each of our four departments, build student relationships with faculty, and develop student skills in line with GE core competencies in reading comprehension, writing, critical thinking, and historical awareness. As honors courses, the coursework and readings assigned had a greater degree of difficulty than standard GE courses. The idea was to challenge students who were already performing at a high level to develop their critical thinking and analytical skills even further. Taking a lead from recent articles in *The History Teacher*, I placed history, popular culture, and historical literacy at the core of a proposed history course entitled “Enchanted Capitalism: Myths,
Monsters, and Markets.”1 Given the nearly ubiquitous interest in monsters, vampires, and zombies in contemporary U.S. popular culture,2 I chose to develop a course for the series on “Mind and Imagination” that would explore this interest within a wider historical and literary context and take advantage of the increased academic and popular interest in capitalism after the global economic crisis of 2007-2009 and the resurgence of neoliberalism.3 Drawing on folklore, literature, popular culture, and economics, the course explored the rise of capitalism and its relation to tales of monstrosity in England from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, and the globalization of capitalism in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries and its relation to tales of vampires and zombies from Sub-Saharan Africa, Britain, the U.S., and Japan. It turned out that Karl Marx, a fierce critic of capitalism, deployed monster and enchantment metaphors in many of his key works, so it was a natural fit to include Marx, whose theories often strike students as monstrous until they read them, and to relate his political-economic analysis to popular tales of magic, monsters, vampires, and zombies in countries that experienced capitalist market relations.4

In many ways, my course anticipated ideas in Monsters in the Classroom (2017), a major book on “monster pedagogy”:

Monsters are creatures of politics and particular historical contexts…We don’t need to convince our students that monsters matter…but we do need to convince them how much and how deeply monsters matter in making sense of human strivings and failings, how they are primary sources of personal and collective horrors, and how they live at the intersection of politics, history, desire, and meaning. We have to teach about monsters.5

The book’s editors argued that “Monsters…have always been educational. Since ancient times, societies around the world have invented monsters in art, literature, folklore, and religion as a way to teach something to members of a group…They both frighten and instruct” and provide a vivid historical resource regarding the issues, fears, and anxieties of past and present societies.6 Indeed, as the editors explained, “For over two decades, scholars have been conceptualizing the monstrous in important and exciting ways, but surprisingly little work has been done to translate this research into practical pedagogical strategies.”7 Their book and this article attempt to present practical pedagogical strategies that
introduce students to this new research and to the monstrous as an epistemological category that has the potential to transform the experience of teaching and learning.8

In developing my course, I wanted interdisciplinary content that grabbed and held student attention; presented key concepts and texts in literature, economics, and popular culture; and kindled students’ own imaginative approaches to historical topics. The idea was to rouse students’ minds, imaginations, and critical faculties in approaching the metaphors, motifs, discourses, and stories produced by the minds and imaginations of people who dealt creatively with pressing issues of economic and social change that they faced through tales of enchantment and monstrosity—an approach that I thought would enthral students and keep their attention since these tales have continued into our own day and still resonate in popular culture, presenting students with an accessible object of study and a safe imaginative space.9

Keeping the course’s focus on capitalism served a number of purposes. First, it was essential to understanding “modernity.”10 Second, it kept the historical scope, theoretical framework, and examples manageable. The examples of monsters came from folklore, literature, and cinema, so there was a variety of media and disciplinary perspectives.11 In addition, since my students lived in a capitalist society, I wanted to direct their attention to its operations and the cultural artifacts, like tales of monsters, it produced and which they consumed. Jürgen Kocka and Marcel van der Linden detected further advantages in using capitalism as an organizing concept for historical research (and the teaching of history, I would add). It was integrative. It “bring[s] together economic, social, cultural, and political dimensions of history” and “allows for the connection between the history of practices and discourses.” It “emphasizes the social, cultural, and political ‘embeddedness’ (Polanyi) of markets…It invites the study of non-economic aspects…of economic behavior and processes…the history of capitalism…tends to involve us in very fundamental problems of the history of civilization and in discussions of the human condition.”12 In the end, “capitalism is not just an economic system; the discontinuous yet still progressing commodification process influences every sphere of life, from ecology and agriculture via kinship and family life, to war-making.”13 Even more, and something that is difficult for students
who grew up under capitalism to understand, capitalism “refers to a pattern of qualitatively novel experiences in social life. These new experiences stand in clear contrast with preceding societies.” With capitalism, “we also witness the emergence of another orientation, focused less on considerations of utility than on making money. It gives rise to the idea of abstract accumulation,” a difficult-sounding concept that had a (dare I say) monstrous role in my course.

Numerous scholars have detected a clear connection between the history of capitalism and modern stories of monstrosity and enchantment. The connection provides a way for teachers and students to understand the experience of commodification and the hidden circuits of wealth accumulation under capitalism. To take one example concerning monstrosity, in her discussion of the relationship between monster stories and U.S. capitalism, Annalee Newitz noted:

One type of story that has haunted America since the late nineteenth century focuses on humans turned into monsters by capitalism. Mutated by backbreaking labor, driven insane by corporate conformity, or gorged on too many products of a money-hungry media industry, capitalism’s monsters cannot tell the difference between commodities and people. They confuse living beings with inanimate objects. And because they spend so much time working, they often feel dead themselves…capitalist monsters embody the contradictions of a culture where making a living often feels like dying…the stories’ fundamental message remains the same: capitalism creates monsters who want to kill you….The history of capitalism can be told as a monster story from beginning to end.

The course asks students to explore the relationship between capitalism and the rise of stories involving a new kind of monster—one that is undead—and, in doing so, interrogate key symbolic registers in which capitalist commodification is experienced by people in established capitalist societies and in societies undergoing capitalist development at different times and in different places to see if there were important differences in the kinds of monsters each culture produced in folklore, literature, video, and film.

The undead (vampires, zombies, and resurrected, often decayed and mutilated corpses) abound in television shows, movies, and flash mob street theater. As a historian, it seemed a good time to create a course that explores this major cultural trope in a wider historical and literary context and highlight the idea that this concern with the
undead is not accidental. Rather, undead monsters and the notion of an enchanted reality have been part of the culture of capitalism from its beginning.

**Historical Contexts**

As Kocka and van der Linden explained, capitalism created qualitatively novel experiences in social life and the transition to capitalism had been fraught for every society that experienced it. Land and labor power became market commodities, alienable properties that could be separated from their owners and controlled by someone else. People’s experiences of their bodies, their autonomy, and each other were profoundly restructured by commodification of labor. Such commodification occurred first in England and then everywhere capitalism overturned earlier economic forms and social relations, and people could only survive by selling their bodily capabilities on the labor market—an experience they profoundly resented and contested. For instance, E. P. Thompson’s research led him to conclude that “a rebellious traditional culture” prevailed among the lower classes in eighteenth-century England, who resisted the advancing capitalist economy, which they experienced as “exploitation, or the expropriation of customary use-rights, or the violent disruption of valued patterns of work and leisure.” A trope of the monstrous rich devouring the poor emerged in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries in the writings of Philip Stubbes and Samuel Purchas, when Stubbes contended that “rich men eat up poore men, as beasts doo eat grass” and Purchas argued that “Man himselfe is this monster.” This new discourse on monstrosity became a vehicle for expressing the social tensions that arose with enclosure and the rise of agrarian capitalism in the Tudor-Stuart era. Not only were land and labor made into commodities, so were the dead bodies of the working poor and criminals. Authorities hanged and offered for public and private dissection those who broke the new laws separating them from common land, and a thriving “corpse economy” arose in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries in Britain—complete with rising prices, murder, and grave robbing. Such market-driven activities, which partly inspired Mary Shelley’s *Frankenstein*, continued well into the nineteenth century and were the cause of
numerous working-class physical and verbal protests against the
dissection and commodification of human bodies as monstrous
practices: “Not content with the people’s toil while living, the rich
insist upon having their bodies cut up and mangled when dead.”

Workers’ experiences of their bodies and autonomy were profoundly
restructured by the commodification of labor: their skills and bodies
became separable attributes subjected to the direction of an alien
or outside force.

From its beginnings in the sixteenth century, capitalism involved
invisible flows of money, capital, and securities, as well as the visible
flows of commodities and workers. These features of capitalism
provided fodder for tales of monstrous enchantment since the circuits
through which capital moved were (and are) intangible; that is, we
can observe things and persons (commodities, currencies, factories,
workers, etc.) in which capital becomes embodied (“invested”), but
capital itself remains unseen. It is this spectral nature of capital
that some fantastic stories seek to show. In a tribute to what Marx
would later call “commodity fetishism,” the idea that things could
be “enchanted,” endowed with agency, and have a life of their own,
Benjamin Franklin famously wrote in 1748: “Remember that Money
is of a prolific generating Nature. Money can beget Money, and its
Offspring can beget more, and so on.”

Reputed to be a hard-headed
pragmatist, Franklin waxed poetic about the generative powers of
money in what looked like a form of magical (or enchanted) thinking:
money can beget more money magically without any human labor
being involved. Such notions were commonplace in capitalism
almost from the start. Investors in the Tulip Bubble (1634-1637),
South Sea Bubble (1711-1720), and Mississippi Bubble (1718-1720)
hoped to gain a huge profit from money simply generating more
money. Even the daily operations of capitalism, the intangible
and obscure maneuvers of networked financial markets and the
guided flows of commodities, invoked metaphors of enchantment,
the most famous being Adam Smith’s idea that an “invisible hand”
guided market transactions to work to the benefit of all involved.

In case one believed that such notions of enchanted capital have
been superseded, the website “Napkin Finance” (later turned into a
book) showed how money can beget money magically with no labor
involved. The metaphorical monsters that came to represent this
hidden or enchanted operation of capital were vampires and zombies.
The “capitalist as vampire” motif was common in late nineteenth-century Europe as the 1885 drawing by the popular illustrator Walter Crane made clear (Figure 1). Marx deployed that motif in his analysis of capitalism to demystify or “de-enchant” the process by which money invested generated more money (a profit).³² Key was
the purchase of human labor power by those who owned the means of production and distribution: workers, whose skills and energies (labor power) produced far more than was paid in wages, created a surplus that supplied the enterprise’s profits when the commodities produced were sold. In Marx’s view, it was living labor that created profits for capitalists, who sustained themselves parasitically (vampirically) on the life force (labor power) of others. To Marx, capital was accumulated (or dead) labor unable to expand or create a profit without living labor to animate it. Marx thus envisioned capital as a horrifying, shape-shifting, dialectical entity that fed off living labor and consumed human life in order to reanimate itself and grow. It was this distinction between “living labor” embodied in humans and “dead labor” embodied in capital at rest that led Marx to see the vampire as an apt image of capital seeking to reanimate itself and create a profit by sapping living labor, making the capital set in motion by labor “undead.” In a strange dialectical reversal, the power of labor to reanimate dead capital deadened the living, reified them, and reduced them to what we would now call a zombie-like state. Marx, however, had never heard of zombies. That monster shambled into European and American consciousness in the twentieth century via Afro-Caribbean culture and its experience of capitalist development.

When capitalism entered the Caribbean in the sixteenth century, it applied both free and unfree labor to the production of commodities. While free wage labor has often been considered necessary for capitalism to operate, historians have recently begun to question that claim. Sugar plantations in the Caribbean were known as “factories in the field” since they combined farming with manufacturing processes and “conditions of work were extremely harsh, with violence, coercion and terror at the heart of the plantation economy” from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries. Building on the work of Sidney Mintz (who argued that “slave and proletarian together powered the imperial economic system” and that sugar plantations were both an early form of industrial production and a significant factor in the rise of capitalism) and Joseph Inikori, Catherine Hall argued that the imperial system rested on a capitalist economy: “The fortunes of the Pennant family remind us of the global nature of eighteenth and nineteenth century capitalism—its roots in colonial slavery as well as agrarian and industrial capital.” Following Mintz and Hall, historians Robin Blackburn, Dale Tomich,
Walter Johnson, Caitlin Rosenthal, Edward E. Baptist, Sven Beckert, and Seth Rockman each contended that capitalism assumed different forms in different parts of the world and had deep connections to (and dependence on) other economic systems—especially slavery. While their works have significant differences, all insisted that slavery was inseparable from the expansion of modern capitalism. In their writings, global capitalism maintained a variety of labor regimes, one of which, crucially, was slavery, and the link between capitalism and slavery encompassed banking, finance, loans, labor control and productivity, manufacturing, industrial revolution, and the transformation of peasant agriculture across the globe.\textsuperscript{38} Kocka called it a “capitalist-oriented plantation system based on slave labor.”\textsuperscript{39} More than anything, it was the labor regime of slavery that mimicked the rigors of factory labor, but with greater “violence, coercion and terror” that led to stories of zombies in places like Saint-Domingue (modern Haiti), where slavery resembled industrial labor and post-independence free agricultural labor resembled slavery.\textsuperscript{40} In fact, “The zombie surfaced on the small island of Haiti early in its independent formation in the nineteenth century and, while the figure originated in West Africa, zombification practices would find expression in discourse associated with compromised subjectivities that resulted from imperialism and slavery.”\textsuperscript{41} Forced labor in Haiti only increased with U.S. capital investment and occupation from 1915 to 1934,\textsuperscript{42} and tales of zombies as enchanted (bewitched), will-less, slave-like, laboring automations made their way to the U.S. via William Seabrook’s \textit{The Magic Island} (1929), which formed the basis for Hollywood movies of the 1930s and 1940s on the subject.\textsuperscript{43} As historian Kate Ramsey put it, “Could there have been a more fitting image of and inclusive commentary on the proletarianization of the displaced Haitian peasant sharecropper than a crew of zombies toiling in the HASCO [Haitian American Sugar Company] cane fields?”\textsuperscript{44} The idea of a “zombi” originated in West Africa and enslaved Africans brought it with them to the Americas, however, the origin of the term is unclear.\textsuperscript{45} African zombies were not reanimated corpses, but enchanted (spellbound) workers who lacked autonomy, will power, and awareness. Tales of bewitchment arose in the context of a new capitalist political economy that was in the process of replacing older socio-economic forms in Africa starting in the sixteenth century, and zombies became associated with changing conditions of work
under colonialism and capitalism when distant imperial and economic centers sought (and still seek) to exert control over the crucial means of producing value: land, labor, time, and space. Historian Andreas Eckert noted that the slave trade, “commoditizing not the labor power but the human being, is crucial in order to understand Africa’s early relationship to capitalism,” while historian Luise White saw the rise of vampire stories in twentieth-century Africa as an attempt to penetrate the mysteries of the capitalist labor process, “new imaginings for new relationships.” Under colonialism, many Africans were systemically deprived of their right to the lands they had possessed. As a result, a landless proletariat and commodified labor in various forms arose, including massive forced labor during and after the First World War, leading Eckert to conclude, “It is important to emphasize how peculiar an institution capitalism is.” After years of study, South African scholars Jean Comaroff and John Comaroff concluded that Sub-Saharan Africa continues to have a semi-colonial relationship with core capitalist nations, exporting precious metals, raw materials, and unskilled labor.

African zombie tales commented on the economic and social disruptions brought on by the long experience with capitalism, “a system in which the endless accumulation of capital is its raison d’etre.” In South Africa, long-standing ideas of witchcraft (boloi) came to include zombie-making, the brutal reduction of other people to instruments of production, to insensible beings stored like tools in sheds, cupboards, or oil drums at the homes of their enchanters. People believed that these sorcerers destroyed the local job market, the ability of the living to sustain themselves by their own labor, and the future of the community. Those accused of witchcraft tended to be persons of conspicuous new wealth whose sources were neither visible nor easily explained. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the disquieting figure of the bewitched zombie was associated with production of these new forms of wealth, since people were unconvinced that no effort was involved. The effort was unseen and it was not the effort of the person accumulating the wealth. Unlike many of the zombie figures in American or British movies, African zombies could be brought back from the undead and rejoin the living because the state of being undead was due to enchantment or hypnosis rather than a state of true death and bodily decay. Their will and ability to think independently were dormant, not their bodies.
As the United States and the United Kingdom changed from industrial to service or post-industrial consumer economies after the Second World War, and as critiques of capitalist consumerism gained strength in the 1960s and 1970s in the U.S. and the U.K., the zombie morphed from a mindless worker to a mindless consumer when George Romero combined reanimated corpses (reminiscent of Frankenstein’s Creature) with human-flesh-eating fiends (ghouls) to create a new type of cinematic monster in his films *Night of the Living Dead* (1968) and *Dawn of the Dead* (1979). Given the degree of material and technological development in the U.S. and the U.K. and the role of science in creating profitable investments, Romero had an infectious virus (perhaps created in military or corporate labs) rather than witches create zombies, but movies with vampires proliferated as well. Africa, the U.S., Japan, the U.K., and most of the world were deeply affected by the heightened “financialization” of capitalism, with its emphasis on market speculation and financial wealth without work—what Susan Strange called “casino capitalism”—that seemed to offer instant riches to those who had privileged information or knowledge unavailable to the general public. This finance capital almost seemed enchanted, able to reproduce itself and grow without human effort until the 2008 recession, when an economic “consensus emerged...that there was too much capital moving in the world with consequences that were too destabilizing. Finance capital was now not a stabilizer, but a metastasizing cancer at the core of capitalism.” Vampire films made a comeback in the 2000s, their gothic sensibility invoking the intangible and obscure operations of wealth creation involving stock markets and complicated financial transactions. Nevertheless, *Time* named the zombie “the official monster of the [2008] recession.”

**Course Goals and Structure**

I teach at a private non-profit university with about 17,100 enrolled students, around 7,900 of whom are undergraduates. The undergraduates at my university are older working adults who come from diverse backgrounds. Around 35% of them identify as white, 25% as Hispanic or Latino, 9% as black or African American, and 9% as Asian. Additionally, 86% are over the age of twenty-five and 55% are female. Most work full-time, but still rely on student
financial aid loans they will need to repay, or military benefits.60 Many are working class or lower middle class and are the first in their family to attend college. A large proportion aspire to be elementary and secondary school teachers, while others major in business administration, psychology, nursing, and criminal justice. At the end of the list of courses they want to take, most of them place history right below or right above math. “History phobia” is as real as “math phobia” at my institution, and I designed this course to allay those fears for students in the proposed honors program and perhaps to snag a few majors from business and psychology and maybe even criminal justice by engaging a key trope in today’s popular culture—monsters.

In a 2018 article, Manya Whitaker argued that it was precisely the age, gender, ethnic, racial, and class diversity of current university students that inspired faculty to move away from traditional coursework and focus their pedagogy on developing higher-order cognitive abilities involving analysis and synthesis, including the application, assessment, and construction of knowledge in addition to textual analysis. She added that “professors are expected to model innovative intellectual inquiry.”61 My course and my teaching strove to fulfill these expectations and more; in a 2014 article, Jessica Schocker underscored the importance of introducing students to the analysis of primary sources,62 and students in my course worked with primary sources, especially visual and textual sources, and learned to critique these sources as well as each other’s interpretation of them.

The course surveyed English, European, and world history since 1540 with a focus on the relationship between capitalism and stories about monsters. The syllabus (see Appendix A) laid out the course’s goals, learning outcomes, structure, readings, and assignments. Major goals were to introduce students to key concepts and texts in history, economics, literature, and cultural studies and to engage their minds, imaginations, emotions, and critical faculties in doing so.63 As outlined in the syllabus, students engaged in several activities to achieve these goals: reading and engaging the textbook and articles by historians and popular culture experts; reading and analyzing selected primary sources and works of imagination from different places and time periods; participating in Discussion Boards (discussion prompts are in Appendix B); working together to create a GlossaryWiki; and writing two essays that analyzed monsters in
popular movies using concepts and terms from the course. The course learning outcomes served to concretize the course goals. My presentation of the course structure, including assignments, grade point distribution, live chats, as well as guidance for students on how to succeed in an online course involving time management and workload expectations can be found in the course syllabus.

I designed the course to help students discover a new understanding and appreciation of the power, meaning, and endurance of horror stories that were woven into the popular culture of Britain, the U.S., Africa, and Japan. They were stories of mind and imagination whose monstrous content might seem unrelated to the rise and spread of capitalism. Together, we were going to interrogate that proposition, as well as the contention that monsters were historically shaped by the cultures of different times and places and spoke to the issues, fears, and anxieties of particular historical eras, including their own.64

**Teaching the Course**

I divided the course into four thematic units. Unit One began the historical journey in Europe with “Dissecting the Laboring Body: *Frankenstein*, Political Anatomy, and the Rise of Capitalism.” Unit Two focused on “Marx’s Monsters: Vampire-Capital, Enchantment, and Nightmare Worlds.” Unit Three covered “African Vampires and Zombies in the Age of Global Capitalism,” and Unit Four concluded the course with “Anglo-American and Japanese Vampires and Zombies in the Age of Global Capitalism.”

I posted a series of lectures in each unit to frame issues, to lay out key terms and problems for consideration, and to introduce students to the latest scholarship on monsters, especially as it related to capitalism. My lectures focused on providing an appropriate context to help students discern a relationship between capitalist developments and the kinds of monsters that haunted elite and popular imaginations in different times and places since 1540. Many of the sources for the lectures can be found in the “Historical Contexts” section above. I also met weekly with all students in a synchronous online class session using Blackboard’s Collaborate meeting software in which students presented their ideas about the readings and the movies we viewed and I responded to questions
they had. In one of our early live sessions, students found the idea that monsters were a cultural product of capitalism odd, since tales of monsters existed long before capitalism. I asked them to consider if the monsters of capitalism were different and, if so, how. In one of the early lectures, I explained the etymology of the English word “monster.” It derived from a combination of two Latin words, *monstrare* (“to reveal, show, display, demonstrate”) and *monere* (“to warn”), and it suggested making visible things that were otherwise hidden, suppressed, mysterious, and scary: things one normally did not talk about in “polite society.” I also suggested that learning about monsters made strange what was otherwise familiar and taken for granted. It not only distanced us from habitual ways of seeing and experiencing the world, but it opened up connections not normally available or visible to us. Indeed, monsters expressed visceral concerns and they caused visceral reactions in readers and viewers by eliciting excitement, fear, repulsion, and enjoyment. As we started the course, I asked students to remember that monsters, as complicated creatures of social imagination, were designed to provoke an emotional response above everything else.

**Unit One: Dissecting the Laboring Body**

Being an honors GE course, I focused the required readings (included in *Appendix A*) on challenging texts and encouraged thoughtful analysis. I urged students to do as much of the supplemental readings as they could to enhance their understanding of the issues we discussed. In the first unit, we surveyed English and European history from ca. 1550 to ca. 1850 with a focus on capitalism and the creation of new types of monster stories. As a continual activity throughout the course, I asked discussion questions emphasizing each unit’s theme (*Appendix B*). Students wrote a 300- to 400-word initial post to a question each week and then had to respond substantively to at least two initial posts by their classmates. They had to make an initial post before they could read the posts of their classmates. Given the subject matter, they often responded to far more than two initial posts. Students told me in e-mails and postings that the readings and discussions opened up perspectives on the growth and impact of capitalism and industrialization that they had never considered before. They found it exciting.
To reduce the cost of books and to take full advantage of developments in the digital humanities, I had students read the Romantic Circles electronic 1818 edition of *Frankenstein* with commentary and study aids by Stuart Curran. Students also read Shelley’s introduction to the 1831 edition, where she explained how she came to write the novel. They also perused a website, “The Worlds of Burke & Hare,” that detailed the exploits of actual body snatchers working in early nineteenth-century Edinburgh, Scotland around the time Mary Shelley wrote her novel of a reanimated monster made from the pieces of dead human beings. Given the time period and place in which it was written, which saw the world’s first capitalist industrialization, I asked students if it might make more sense to read the novel as narrating a process of production rather than a process of creation. Dr. Frankenstein does not make something from nothing; he stitched together already-present constituent parts to manufacture a new being. In fact, could one argue that the seams on the Creature’s face were external or visible signs of its existence as a manufactured product? In her 1831 introduction, Shelley mixed terms associated with production (mechanism, component part, manufacture) with those associated with reproduction (offspring, progeny, cradle), blurring the line between manufacturing and creation. My lectures explained how Shelley’s novel drew upon images of monstrosity that were common in English working-class culture at the time (grave robbing, stealing or buying bodies from the gallows, and corporeal dismemberment in public dissections or industrial accidents) and how these tropes of monstrosity resonated in later British literature.

Unit Two: Marx’s Monsters

As the course approached 1850, the second unit introduced students to key concepts of Karl Marx in his critique of capitalism, which—much to students’ surprise—resonated well with metaphors of monstrosity. In *Monsters of the Market* (2012), David McNally presented Marx’s critique of capitalism as a mystery narrative in the style of a gothic horror story. He regarded Marx as a storyteller who grounded his complex and often abstract economic ideas in popular culture through well-known metaphors, symbols, monsters, and allegorical figures. He presented not only Marx’s ideas, but Marx’s
method of analyzing social issues. At the heart of Marx’s thought and method was the commodity, so McNally spent a lot of time explaining it, the commodity fetish, and the various ways vampires and monsters figured into and illustrated Marx’s ideas. With his idea that capital was dead labor—which, vampire-like, only survived by ingesting living labor—Marx suggested that behind the movement of capital was a monster story waiting to be told.

In lectures, I connected the readings on Marx’s ideas of capitalism with those from the previous unit on the rise of capitalism and industrialism in England. To take one example, the materials that Victor Frankenstein used to make the Creature—parts of dismembered corpses—were emblematic of the way production broke down what Marx called the “body” of the worker and the natural world into a series of “dead” component parts used in manufacturing. I encouraged students to pay attention to this interplay between what is living and what is dead as they read the materials for this unit. I highlighted how Marx’s concept of commodity fetishism, the process of projecting the life and labor of human beings onto inanimate objects, invoked the (re)animated corpses of gothic horror stories. As they circulated through the market, commodities, which were the products of peoples’ labor, appeared to interact independently of their makers. This idea of being “undead” also applied to the vampire who was dead and yet not dead: he or she was “undead” in the sense of being a non-living person who managed to remain animated by feeding on the living. A related idea of Marx’s was alienated labor. Marx believed our ability to create freely and enjoy the products of our labor defined us as human beings and gave meaning to our lives. When a worker sold the value of her labor to a factory owner in exchange for wages paid, Marx called it “a sacrifice of [her] life” because the choice, structure, and product of work belonged to the capitalist, not the worker, who had to “work a job” in order to live. To Marx, the capitalist productive process alienated humans from their own creative nature. In Marx’s view, the loss of humanity, the “loss of self,” that resulted from capitalist production transformed the worker into something we might today call a zombie—a laboring shell only valued for its ability to labor, not for its humanity and human needs, desires, and creative energy. Questions about what it meant to be human were central to Marx and Frankenstein, as well as vampire and zombie fiction.
Unit Three: African Vampires and Zombies

In the third unit of the course, we shifted our attention to the continent of Africa and twentieth-century stories of bewitchment, vampirism, and zombieism as ordinary people tried to make sense of the new capitalist social relations they were experiencing. Some of these stories were told as oral folk tales, while others were presented in novels, short stories, and popular movies. McNally analyzed popular tales of bewitchment (enchantment) in the context of the new capitalist political economy in the process of replacing older socio-economic forms in Africa. He explained how that transformation was expressed in popular culture, especially folk tales, legends, novels, and short stories, as “fables of modernity” that narrated “experiences of incorporation into the circuits of capitalism.”  

As a transition to the final unit (which dealt with vampire and zombie stories in the U.S., the U.K, and Japan), I prepared a lecture on ghouls because they were often confused with zombies in the U.S. and the U.K. In a trendsetting film, Night of the Living Dead (1968), George A. Romero created a new film monster that became the iconic zombie of American cinema: a reanimated corpse with a ghoul’s craving to consume human flesh. Actors in the film used the term “ghoul” and Romero used it in early interviews, but reviewers and fans insisted on calling his undead monsters “zombies.” Eventually, even Romero gave up and began to use the term. 

In any event, the English term “ghoul” derived from the Arabic word ghūl, which referred to a devilish spirit or genie, a supernatural being. The term first appeared in pre-Islamic Bedouin poetry and tales. Arabic folklore represented it as an ugly human-like shapeshifting monster that dwelled in the desert and secluded locations in order to delude travelers by lighting a fire and leading them astray, usually to their deaths. The term came to the Europe when Antoine Galland translated One Thousand and One Nights into French (1704-1717). Galland wrote that the ghoul would dig up graves and eat corpses if it needed food, an idea that was never mentioned in any of his original Arabic sources. Later, French and English writers followed Galland’s description, which became the
standard image of this being. The earliest reference to the ghoul as a grave-robbing, corpse-eating creature in English literature was in William Beckford’s *Vathek: An Arabian Tale* (1786).\(^7\) As part of the recursive nature of the course, I asked students to consider this information in relation to the readings in the first unit. How might Galland’s addition of corpse-eating to the list of monstrous outrages perpetrated by ghouls find resonance with a European audience undergoing the hardships of industrialization, and for whom dissecting criminal bodies and grave robbing were major social concerns? In fact, “ghoul” became a nickname for grave robbers by the early nineteenth century. However, a ghoul was never an undead person or a zombie, even in this Europeanized version of the monster. Merging the Afro-Caribbean zombie with the European version of the ghoul was George Romero’s unintended contribution to the undead movie genre that we all live with today.

*Unit Four: Anglo-American and Japanese Vampires and Zombies*

In my Unit Four lectures, I left students with a couple of ways of thinking about the monsters we discussed in the course. Did the flagrant, often over-the-top violence lend itself to metaphorical reading, and could one say that monster stories were appropriate vehicles for people to explore economic and existential questions in the modern world? McNally argued that Romero’s new cinematic monster, the “zombie-ghoul,” was uniquely American and a satire of American consumerism with a slow-moving, single-focused, brain-dead, reanimated corpse whose whole purpose was consumption—of human flesh—a consumption that was never-ending because it could not lead to satisfaction or to satiation. I invited students to consider other interpretations. For instance, maybe these monsters were not undead or living-dead humans, nor metaphors for consumers, but fetishized commodities in Marx’s sense—pretty aggressive commodities, to be sure, but ones that circulated, assumed a human shape, had relations with people, and consumed human labor power to remain animated. I asked students to keep in mind as we thought about this new creature why zombie-ghouls were not isolated, individual, one-off monsters; they were mass produced and their origin and spread followed a plague model from epidemiology. Why would movie makers use that model? What was going on in
the U.S. and the U.K. in the 1960s and after that made such a model resonate with movie makers and movie viewers? Commentators like Tim Cavanaugh argued that American zombie movies showed America literally devouring itself.71 I prompted students to say what they thought. Having read Marx, might it show capitalism devouring itself? Finally, I posed questions about the historicity of capitalist monsters. While none were limited to a particular time and place, could one argue that vampires and Frankenstein’s Creature were monsters of industrial capitalism, while the zombis [sic] of Africa and Haiti were monsters evoked by capitalist colonization, and that zombie-ghouls were monsters that fit well with post-industrial capitalism? The discussion questions for the final unit asked students to think comparatively and across the course as a whole.

**Student Engagement**

**Discussion Boards**

To meet the learning outcomes of this honors GE course, questions on the course Discussion Boards had students deal with key themes and motifs in the course and called for clear writing and higher-order analysis, comparison, and synthesis across the secondary readings and primary sources. Students critiqued primary and secondary sources, including visual and textual sources, as well as each other’s interpretations, and asked further questions and entertained fresh and imaginative approaches in discussion. Their detailed analyses and comparisons of short fiction, excerpts from longer fictional pieces, historical sources, and secondary sources were some of the most enlivening features of the course as they tried to explain the subjective experience of living in a capitalist world. They were required to apply key concepts and terms they encountered in the readings and developed in the Wiki in their analyses. Engaged dialogue among students and between students and myself were common features of the course.

**Glossary Wiki**

In this way, the Boards had a synergistic relationship with the other main assignments—the course Glossary Wiki and student papers. Work in one reinforced and built on work in the others. Since many
of the key terms in the readings were new to students, who were themselves often new to the expectations of a university course, I created stubs (short initial definitions) for all key terms in a course Wiki. As one of their weekly assignments, students had to expand and refine the stubs according to their understandings of the readings as the course proceeded. I used the course Wiki function in Blackboard to create the Wiki. Students edited each other’s entries and had to explain the reasons for their edits, making the Wiki a dialogic exercise. As a webpage with an open-editing system, the Wiki offered an environment for students to co-create knowledge and see how their contributions and critiques were worked into the definition. Besides developing critical thinking skills, learning from one another, and working collaboratively, compiling these entries helped students organize the details of the readings into broad thematic areas, which encouraged them to think not only analytically, but also synthetically as they read, composed Wiki entries, engaged in discussion, and wrote their papers.

Since many of the terms appeared in more than one unit, students refined and redefined terms based on reading they did later in the course. Such an exercise showed them that learning involved rethinking and revision of previous learning. The Wiki documented learning as an iterative and expansive process. For example, students revised their earlier definitions and understandings of “zombieism” as that concept changed from its original African and Haitian meaning of a spellbound, mindless, and will-less human automaton/worker who was neither living nor dead to a quite different meaning in late 1960s America: a reanimated corpse that had a compulsive appetite for human flesh. What they had in common was the state of being undead. What students highlighted in their Wiki definition of “witchcraft” was that the understanding of witches and witchcraft in Sub-Saharan Africa was not static. It changed when that region shifted from a pre-capitalist to a capitalist economy under the impact of European colonialism. If there was an area in the Wiki that needed improvement, it was getting students to explain their rationale for edits and changes. I had to frequently prod them to do so.

Analytical Essays

The two required papers were Analytical Essays. One was due at the end of Unit Two and the other at the end of Unit Four. The
Analytical Essays were formal essays of at least six double-spaced, typed pages with one-inch margins. The first asked students to analyze one movie listed in Unit One or Unit Two, while the second asked them to analyze one movie listed in Unit Three or Unit Four, using key concepts and interpretations from the readings such as “allegory,” “doublings,” “reversals,” and “body panic.” The instructions told students that they would find many of the concepts in the Glossary Wiki, but there were further concepts and interpretations related to monsters, monstrosity, and capitalism that were important and would be covered in our Discussion Boards and weekly live class sessions. The Analytical Essay was a standard college essay: students needed to state a thesis or main argument, select key points and examples from the movie that supported their argument, interpret those examples using concepts from the course, develop their argument, and put together a coherent piece of writing. To cut down on student anxiety about selecting a film at random (since the films had to be about undead monsters, not supernatural or extraterrestrial monsters) and to make sure the students had a wide range of films that related to the course content from which to choose, I created lists of movies.

As with all of formal college work, I let students know that I graded these essays for spelling, grammar, sentence structure, paragraph structure, thesis statement, and development. I directed them to the “Analytical Essay Evaluation Rubric” in Blackboard’s Course Resources for guidance on the expectations for these essays and the specific grading criteria I used in evaluating their essays. Additionally, I provided general “Suggestions for Writing an Analytical Essay” to help them in composing their essay. I also explained that they needed to properly attribute the source(s) of their ideas so they did not engage in any form of plagiarism. One way I guarded against plagiarism was to craft assignments like this one that were not likely to be replicated in an online essay repository.

The most popular movies for the first essay were *Frankenstein* (1931), *Interview with the Vampire* (1994), *Bloodsucking Bastards* (2015), and *Victor Frankenstein* (2015), while the most popular movies for the second essay were *White Zombie* (1932), *Dawn of the Dead* (1978), and *Warm Bodies* (2012). While not everyone wrote outstanding essays, most were able to apply key concepts from the course to the movie they chose. For *Frankenstein*, students
keyed into doublings/reversals, monstrosity, occult economy, split or divided society, alienation, grave robbing, corpse economy, anatomization/dissection, and commodity/commodity fetishism. For *Interview with the Vampire*, students highlighted disenchantment/demystification, doublings/reversals, monstrosity, commodity fetishism, alienation, split or divided society, vampirism, and occult economy. For *White Zombie*, students stressed alienation, dead labor, exploitation, corporeality, doublings/reversals, enchantment, fetishism, monstrosity, occult economy, split or divided society, witchcraft/enchantment, and African/Haitian zombieism. For *Dawn of the Dead*, students emphasized alienation, corporeality, demystification, fetishism, monstrosity, rebellion, split or divided society, and American zombieism.

Students ran into trouble when they treated themes or symbols too literally rather than metaphorically. For instance, one student argued that the *Interview with the Vampire* character Louis was a worker when he was not (yet) a vampire, when in fact, Louis was a rich plantation owner. The student made the logical mistake of thinking that anyone who was not a vampire (capitalist) had to be a worker. This, however, enabled me to explain that, George Romero and some others aside, the people who created monster stories did not self-consciously intend to draw connections between what was monstrous and capitalism. Usually the “capitalist” part of capitalist monsters was a subtext and lurked in the background, shaping events and inflecting the plot line with questions of exploitation, existential dread, social class, and human existence. I subsequently discussed with students the idea of Elsie Michie that “students must begin to read [works like] *Frankenstein* as what Fredric Jameson calls a socially symbolic act,” since there was no depiction of workers, the marketplace, or economic forces in that novel or in many of the movies they viewed. Following her lead, I encouraged students to move from a strictly allegorical (one-to-one correspondence) reading to a more symbolic reading of the monsters we encountered.

**Conclusion**

Based on a growing literature regarding capitalism and monsters, this course dealt with stories of a particular type of monster as it developed within modern capitalist societies: the undead. These
stories tended to be allegories laden with moral, social, and political symbolism that encapsulated or reproduced concerns about life in the real world.\textsuperscript{73} The tales were fantastic, but that was their strength even if it could sometimes be a failing due to a tendency for exaggeration and sensationalism. However, acclaimed fantasy writer China Miéville noted that “The fantastic might be a mode peculiarly suited to and resonant with the forms of modernity,”\textsuperscript{74} while Sarah Juliet Lauro asked, “How better to judge a civilization than by its bogeymen?”\textsuperscript{75} What students learned in this class was how to “read” these tales using theoretical stances that looked at capitalism as an economic system that was a product of history, rather than naturally given and assumed to have always existed. Students gained experience applying different theories to a pop culture phenomenon—stories of undead monsters—and, in addition to textual analysis, engaged self-consciously in the construction of knowledge with their classmates. Their polysemic quality made stories of monsters rich (and engaging) sources of imaginative and creative understanding of current and past social and political concerns.

As the course drew to a conclusion, I asked students to review the scope and power of “enchanted capitalism” and the monsters it produced over the past five hundred years, and asked if they saw them as fables of capitalist modernity. Tales of monstrosity changed with the development and expansion of capitalism to new areas of the world. We considered the comment by popular culture critic Fredric Jameson about how ingrained in our imaginations capitalism had become. He wrote that “Someone once said that it is easier to imagine the end of the world than to imagine the end of capitalism. We can now revise that and witness the attempt to imagine capitalism by way of imagining the end of the world.”\textsuperscript{76} Slavoj Žižek said something similar in a documentary about his life and work:

We all silently accept global capitalism is here to stay. On the other hand, we are obsessed with cosmic catastrophes: the whole life on earth disintegrating, because of some virus, because of an asteroid hitting the earth, and so on. So the paradox is, that it’s much easier to imagine the end of all life on earth than a much more modest radical change in capitalism.\textsuperscript{77}

These reactions are perhaps not surprising, given that capitalism created the existential structures of much of modern life. Despite its staying power, the mysterious and opaque operations of capitalism—
what McNally called its “occult economy,” Adam Smith termed “the invisible hand,” and economic pundits dubbed “market forces”—spawned stories of witches, zombies, vampires, and other monsters that gave voice to the popular experience of living in a world of unequal wealth and opportunity. By the end of the course, students came to understand that the way humans defined the monstrous told us more about human experiences, hopes, and fears than it did about fictional monsters, and that our current fascination with the monstrous had a great deal to do with our very uneasy sense that such creatures were forms of ourselves—the human gone terribly wrong.

I am happy to say that the course met all seven of its learning outcomes and I think it was because of a turn to “monster pedagogy” and a focus on capitalism as a subject that brought together the economic, social, cultural, and political dimensions of history. What students gained by studying capitalism and monsters is the appreciation at both intellectual and emotional levels that capitalism was (and is) a novel and disruptive force in social and economic life. The experience of the transition to capitalism was traumatic, and that trauma barely diminished with time. One expression of that experience was the creation of stories of monstrosity, but, as mentioned earlier, monsters are educational and I hope this article has revealed some practical pedagogical strategies that teachers can use to rethink the teaching and learning of history. The course fulfilled an even a larger learning outcome not explicitly stated in the syllabus, but captured well by Jeffrey Jerome Cohen: “Yet if thinking through what a monster means and does…invites a student to frame critically their own cultural moment, as well as perhaps the long histories behind that moment’s formation, then the monster classroom is in the end a good place in which to dwell.”78 And so it was.
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Appendix A

FYS 102: Enchanted Capitalism: Myths, Monsters, and Markets

Required Text


Course Description

Drawing on folklore, literature, popular culture, and economics, this first-year course explores the origins of capitalism and its relation to tales of monstrosity in England from the sixteenth through nineteenth century and the globalization of capitalism in the nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first centuries and its relation to modern vampire and zombie stories from Sub-Saharan Africa, Britain, Japan, and the U.S. It explores the use of monster and enchantment metaphors in classical analyses of capitalism and asks students to relate those analyses to popular tales of magic, monsters, vampires, and zombies in countries that experience capitalist market relations.

Course Goals

One of the aims of this course is to introduce you to key concepts and texts in history, economics, literature, and cultural studies. Another aim is to engage your minds, imaginations, and critical faculties by creatively and imaginatively exploring pressing issues of economic and social change in the past and in the present. To these ends, the course purposefully juxtaposes topics that are not usually considered together (e.g., economics and fantasy) to inspire you to ask new questions and entertain fresh and imaginative approaches to understanding contemporary and historical developments that shape your lives and thinking every day.

You engage in several activities that help you achieve these goals. First, you read the main course text to see what problems and issues it raises about the historical relationship between capitalism and tales of monstrosity. This is a college-level text, so be sure to have a dictionary handy when you read. Secondly, you read and analyze selected historical sources and works of imagination to get a deeper perspective on key issues
and to sharpen the critical thinking and reading skills that all historians (and students of history) need. Thirdly, weekly class discussions in the Discussion Boards help you sharpen skills of analysis and interpretation, as well as provide critical and supportive assistance in your academic efforts. Fourthly, you work together to create a Wiki that defines key terms and concepts in the readings. Fifthly, you write two essays that analyze movies using concepts and terms from the course.

When this course is over, you should be able to:

1. Define and explicate key terms in historical, economic, literary, and cultural studies.

2. Apply relevant theoretical and critical approaches to the analysis of capitalism since the sixteenth century as a social and cultural formation associated with enchantment and the monstrous.

3. Demonstrate critical thinking in the analysis and synthesis of primary and secondary historical and present-day sources.

4. Describe the social, cultural, ethical, and historical contexts of popular tales of monstrosity in capitalist societies since the sixteenth century.

5. Demonstrate proficiency in oral and written communication/presentation skills on course topics related to monsters, zombies, vampires, and the history of global capitalism.

6. Clarify the role of individual authors and new media in expressing popular moods and imaginations and in promulgating iconic monsters.

7. Analyze primary sources for information, bias, values, and tone.

If this course works as it should, it will help you to discover for yourself a new understanding and appreciation of the power, meaning, and endurance of horror stories that are woven into the popular culture of the capitalist societies of Britain, the U.S., Africa, and Japan.

**Course Overview**

**Reading Discussion Boards**

Your participation and interaction are part of the course structure, with each week’s discussion focusing on a particular issue or set of issues. After completing the assigned readings, you will post an answer to one of
the discussion prompts in an asynchronous Discussion Board (DB) and discuss the material with your classmates and me. Participation in the DB accounts for 36% of your course grade.

Collaborate Sessions

These are weekly “live sessions” that are worth 12% of your overall course grade. In these real-time meetings, we discuss course concepts, we explore the movies that will form the basis for your analytical essays in the course, and I will answer questions you may have about the course.

Glossary Wiki

A Wiki is a webpage with an open-editing system. While the instructor provides most of the course content, with this Glossary Wiki, you have an opportunity to create—together—some of the course content and comment on it. A Wiki allows you to make a written entry, edit the entry (and the entries of your classmates), and comment on the reasons for your edits. The original entries and the edits are saved, so it is easy to see who made what contributions and changes. Your entries to the course Wiki account for 12% of your course grade.

Analytical Essays

Using your minds and imaginations, as well as concepts and terms from the course, you will write two analytical essays. The first essay will analyze one of the movies in Unit One or Unit Two. It is due the end of Unit Two. The second essay will analyze one of the movies in Unit Three or Unit Four. It is due the end of Unit Four. Each essay is worth 20% of your overall course grade. Each essay should be at least four (4) double-spaced, typed pages with standard one-inch margins.

Grading Rubrics for all assignments (except the Collaborate Sessions) are located in Course Resources.

Due Dates and Late Work: As you know, this is an online class. Consequently, computer failure is not a valid reason for missing an assignment. All due dates are posted at the start of the course. If your computer crashes or fails, you are expected to go to the nearest public library, National University facility, another public university, or Internet cafe to gain Internet access and meet the posted class deadlines.
Discussions Boards are our asynchronous classroom meetings. To get the most out of this class and its discussions, and to earn a better grade, you need to post early and often. All assignments are due by midnight (Pacific Time) on the completion date and each student should strive to finish work on time. Late postings to the Discussion Boards and will not be accepted except in case of an emergency as defined in the next paragraph.

The Wiki and Analytical Essay assignments will be accepted late—however, one letter grade will be deducted for every day that they are late up to 72 hours after the due date. After 72 hours, they will not be accepted unless you can document that you had a medical or other emergency that prevented you from completing the assignment on time. In that case, you must notify the instructor immediately and send documentation to the instructor within one week of the assignment due date.

If you miss a Collaborate session, you will need to review it and write and submit a one-page explanation of three or four concepts you learned from the session to receive credit for it.

Course Assignment Schedule

Unit One: Dissecting the Laboring Body: *Frankenstein*, Political Anatomy, and the Rise of Capitalism in England

At the end of Unit One, students should be able to:

- Assess the value of studying monster narratives.
- Clarify the relationship between capitalism and the monster stories of early-modern England.
- Relate cultural and political practices to the maintenance of class society in early-modern Europe.
- Explain the dialectic of monstrosity.
- Analyze the novel *Frankenstein* as a commentary on capitalist development in England.

Weekly Collaborate Session
Thursday, 7 pm Pacific Time

Weekly Discussion Board
Initial Posts due Wednesday
Response Posts due Saturday

Weekly Glossary Wiki
Edits due Friday
Unit Two: Marx’s Monsters: Vampire-Capital and the Nightmare-World of Late Capitalism

At the end of Unit Two, students should be able to:

- Clarify the relationship between capitalism and monster metaphors in the work of Karl Marx.
- Explain why Marx and other authors see the “vampire” as the most suitable metaphor for capitalism.
- Illustrate how commodified labor involves a profound and through-going restructuring of human experience.
- Contrast the “monstrous and magical” qualities of capitalism.
- Evaluate memoirs for their historical value as primary sources.

Weekly Collaborate Session
Thursday, 7 pm Pacific Time

Weekly Discussion Board
Initial Posts due Wednesday
Response Posts due Saturday

Weekly Glossary Wiki
Edits due Friday

Analytical Essay 1 due at course midpoint

Unit Three: African Vampires and Zombies in the Age of Globalization

At the end of Unit Three, students should be able to:

- Compare the experience of capitalist development in Africa in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries to the experience of capitalist development in Britain in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
- Clarify the relationship between capitalism and the monster stories and horror movies of modern Africa.
- Assemble the main elements of zombie-, vampire- and witchcraft-tales in modern Africa.
- Explain “fantastic realism” and “fables of modernity.”
- Analyze the stories of Ben Okri as commentaries on capitalist development in Africa.
Weekly Collaborate Session
Thursday, 7 pm Pacific Time

Weekly Discussion Board
Initial Posts due Wednesday
Response Posts due Saturday

Weekly Glossary Wiki
Edits due Friday

Unit Four: Anglo-American and Japanese Vampires and Zombies in the Age of Global Capitalism

At the end of Unit Four, students should be able to:

- Explicate the importance of doublings and reversals in monster stories.
- Explain “grotesque realism.”
- Clarify the relationship between capitalism and American, British, and Japanese monster stories and horror movies of the last several decades.
- Compare the main elements of zombie- and vampire-tales in the U.S., U.K., and Japan.
- Formulate compelling reasons for the pervasive presence of monsters, vampires, and zombies in contemporary popular culture.

Weekly Collaborate Session
Thursday, 7 pm Pacific Time

Weekly Discussion Board
Initial Posts due Wednesday
Response Posts due Saturday

Weekly Glossary Wiki
Edits due Friday

Analytical Essay 2 due last day of class
Course Reading Lists

Unit One Readings

Required Readings:


Mary Shelley, * Frankenstein *, Romantic Circles electronic versions of the 1818 edition (full book) and 1831 edition (introduction only), with commentary and study aids edited by Stuart Curran. (Be sure to click on the blue hyperlinks that provide commentary and explain the text.) [https://www.rc.umd.edu/editions/frankenstein/](http://www.rc.umd.edu/editions/frankenstein/).

The Corpse Economy in Edinburgh, Scotland in the 1820s: “The Worlds of Burke & Hare.” (Peruse the site, but be sure to take the “Edinburgh City Tour,” click on “Animation,” and watch all three animations.) [http://www.burkeandhare.com/](http://www.burkeandhare.com/).

Recommended Readings:

Primary Sources:


Secondary Sources:


Unit Two Readings

Required Readings:


Recommended Readings:

Primary Sources:


Secondary Sources:


Tom Holert, “‘A live monster that is fruitful and multiplies’: Capitalism as Poisoned Rat?” *e-flux journal* 36 (July 2012): 1-7.


Unit Three Readings

Required Readings:


Recommended Readings:

Primary Sources:

Ben Okri, “A Time for New Dreams,” *The Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce*, 4 April 2011,


Secondary Sources:


**Unit Four Readings**

**Required Readings:**


**Recommended Readings:**

**Secondary Sources:**


**Succeeding in this Course**

Be sure you have taken the online student tutorials on how to navigate and use the Blackboard (Bb) online platform so that you are comfortable navigating through the FYS 102 website and know how to log on and use the features provided by the Bb online platform.

In one sense, you will have more freedom in this online course than you would have had in an on-site, in-person course. You can read the course material at midnight in your robe while eating potato chips; you can post
to the Discussion Board (class discussion) while on a business trip; you can print out the readings for future reference; you can choose to follow links now or later; you can return over and over again to parts of the assignments that are still unclear. However, with that freedom comes added responsibility on your part. Each assignment has a due date. Keep in mind that your Internet service may not be entirely reliable, so submit work before the deadline to avoid grade penalties due to technical difficulties on your end or with the host server.

At National, courses are worth 4.5 quarter units. These units work out to 45 “in-class” hours per course. Following national standards set by the Carnegie Commission, students should expect to spend two hours outside of class reading and preparing for every hour you spend in class to earn a passing grade. In the case of National, that is 90 “outside” class hours. This standard holds for all online courses, but since there is no real “inside” and “outside” class hours in online courses, the total is simply 135 hours for a passing grade. In addition, online courses may take more time because reading and writing usually take longer than speaking and listening.

What will you need to accomplish in those 135 hours?

1. **Do the Required Reading**  The David McNally book, *Monsters of the Market*, is our main text for this course. In addition to this book, there are links to other required readings. Some are journal articles written by professional historians, sociologists, and popular culture or film experts, while others are primary sources from the time period covered. Be sure to read carefully and keep a dictionary handy. As you do the required reading, be sure to read the relevant unit introduction and lecture and review the discussion questions. They will help you focus your reading on important ideas and content. Contributing to and reading the course Glossary Wiki will also help you comprehend the readings better.

2. **Participate in Collaborate Sessions**  We will meet in real time online as a class once a week using Blackboard Collaborate to allow you to ask questions about course readings or assignments and to engage in real-time exploration of course materials. These are mandatory graded sessions. If you miss a session, you will need to review it and write and submit a one-page explanation of three or four concepts you learned from the session to receive credit for it.
3. **Contribute to the Discussion Board** I expect you to post an answer to one of the discussion prompts that appear in each week’s Discussion Board and to respond to the posts of your classmates. The prompts ask you to engage the required readings. Directions on contributing to the discussion boards are located at the top of each discussion board.

4. **Construct the Glossary Wiki** The expectation for the Glossary Wiki assignment is that all students will contribute and make edits to one entry a week. Directions on contributing to the Wiki are located at the Glossary Wiki page.

5. **Write Two Analytical Essays** The Analytical Essays will apply concepts from the course to an analysis of movies featuring undead monsters. Instructions on writing the essays are located at the First Analytical Essay page and the Second Analytical Essay page.
Appendix B

**Discussion Board Questions**

**Unit One Discussion Questions**

1. Why is it a paradox of our age that monsters are both everywhere and nowhere? How can that be? Give some examples.

2. What makes capitalism a monstrous and occult system according to McNally?

3. What kinds of “body panics” does capitalism induce in workers and others? Are such panics part of the horror of capitalism? Why or why not?

4. How were working-class bodies disciplined and controlled from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century in Britain and Europe? How did workers respond to these attempts to control their bodies and their personalities?

5. How did a “culture of dissection” and “public or political anatomy” relate to class power and the larger social order from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century? How did they promote “a new grammar of monstrosity” and become “a ritual of social magic”?

6. What is the “dialectic of monstrosity”? How is it presented in the works of William Shakespeare, Charles Dickens, Edmund Burke, Mary Wollstonecraft, William Godwin, and Mary Shelley?

7. How do you think the novel *Frankenstein* relates to the culture of dissection, public or political anatomy, and the “corpse economy”?

8. Is the Creature in *Frankenstein* a monster? Why or why not?

9. In the Introduction to the 1831 version of *Frankenstein*, Mary Shelley poses a question that she was frequently asked: “How I, then a young girl, came to think of, and to dilate upon, so very hideous an idea”? How does she answer that question? How well does her answer align with McNally’s interpretation of the novel as a social commentary?

10. In what ways does the website “The Worlds of Burke & Hare” exemplify key aspects of what McNally calls the “corpse economy”? How does it differ from his discussion?
Unit Two Discussion Questions

1. In what ways is capitalism “monstrous and magical,” a modern horror story and a mystery tale, for Marx? What kinds of examples does he give?

2. Why does Marx use a dialectical language of doublings and reversals to explain the workings of capitalism, commodities, and money? Why does metaphorical language seem so important in his analysis?

3. How does commodified labor involve a profound and through-going restructuring of human experience? How does it relate to bodily “alienation,” “abstraction,” and imperilment?

4. Why does Marx see the “vampire” as the most apt metaphor for capitalism? What aspects of capitalism does it illustrate?

5. While Marx never explicitly mentions zombies, McNally argues that “zombie” is an apt metaphor for a worker who labors in a capitalist system. Do you think such a metaphor is consistent with Marx’s framework and analysis? Why or why not?

6. What are the many functions of money or currency in a capitalist economy, according to Marx? How is money part of capitalism’s “occult economy” and how is the story of Enron a good case study of its unseen operation?

7. How does “accumulation by dispossession” after 1973 fit in with the history of capitalist development since the sixteenth century that we read in Chapter 1?

8. In “Vampire Culture,” Frank Grady analyzes Anne Rice’s vampire novels. How does he relate Rice’s vampires to capitalism? In what ways is his analysis similar to, and different from, that of McNally?

9. Why does Lena Wånggren in “Gothic Capitalism: Marx, Monsters, and Buffy” think that the Buffy the Vampire Slayer TV series offers good examples of the “monstrous forms of everyday life in a capitalist world-system”? Did her analysis surprise you? Why or why not? Can you think of other episodes in the Buffy series or other TV shows with monsters that offer similar examples?

10. Based on the memoirs of his wife and daughter, did “monsters of the market” stalk Karl Marx? If not, why not? If so, what kind and in what ways? Did he experience alienation in his personal life? Explain your answer.
Unit Three Discussion Questions

1. How would you explain “fantastic realism” (McNally, p. 172)? In what ways are *Frankenstein*, Marx’s metaphoric language, and zombie- and vampire-tales in Africa part of that genre?

2. What are the key elements of zombie-, vampire- and witchcraft-tales in modern Africa? How do those elements compare to key elements of Mary Shelley’s story and of Marx’s analysis of capitalism? What similarities and differences do you see?

3. Why does McNally think that “zombie-tales, like contemporary witchcraft stories in Sub-Saharan Africa, are...fables of modernity” (p. 184)? What point is he trying to make? Why does it matter?

4. How did tales of witchcraft change in Sub-Saharan Africa under the impact of capitalist globalization?

5. McNally claims that “African vampire-tales carry a powerful de-fetishising charge” (p. 187). What does he mean? How do they do that?

6. How was capitalist development experienced in Africa? How similar was it to the experience of capitalist development in Britain a few centuries earlier? What are some key differences?

7. How do the stories of Ben Okri capture the experience of capitalism in Sub-Saharan Africa? Cite examples from our text and *Incidents at the Shrine*.

8. Do Ben Okri’s stories carry a de-fetishizing charge? Do they reveal the “mysteries and sorceries of capital” (p. 209)? How?

9. In what ways is Andrew Smith’s analysis in “Reading Wealth in Nigeria” similar to, and different from, McNally’s analysis of the experience of capitalist development in Sub-Saharan Africa and its literary expressions? What accounts for the similarities and differences in your view?

10. In “Blood Money, Big Men, and Zombies,” Carmela Garritano analyzes popular Ghanaian and Nigerian occult horror films. In what ways is her analysis similar to, and different from, that of McNally’s analysis of West African literature, especially Ben Okri? What might account for the similarities and differences?
Unit Four Discussion Questions

1. Doublings and reversals figure prominently in McNally’s concluding chapter. How do they draw together his main points?

2. What does McNally mean by “grotesque realism” (p. 254)? How does it fit in with his overall analysis of capitalism and the monsters, rebellions, and utopias it spawns?

3. Why does McNally emphasize bodies in his concluding chapter? How do they relate to the main concerns of his book?

4. McNally argues that because zombies are “living dead,” they possess the capacity to awaken and engage in collective revelry and revolt (p. 254). How does Deborah Christie’s chapter, “A Dead New World,” extend McNally’s analysis of the zombi/zombie condition and potential for zombi/zombie resistance, rebellion, and renewal? Where are they similar and where do they differ?

5. Would Christie agree with McNally’s claim that zombies portrayed in U.S. media are only creatures of consumption, mindless consumers who are merely flesh-eating ghouls? Why or why not?

6. Simon Cooper maintains that zombies are empty as well as ambivalent figures. What does he mean? Would McNally agree? Please explain your answers using examples.

7. Cooper entitled his article “The Horror of Assimilation.” To what does the title refer? In what ways is his analysis of zombies similar to, and different from, McNally’s?

8. Derek Hall contends that not all cinematic zombies are alike. What are the main differences between them? Why do these differences arise? What do they represent?

9. How does Hall’s analysis of zombies in British and Japanese popular culture compare to McNally’s analysis of zombies in American and African popular culture? What are some key similarities and differences?